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AH-ANTQ 103  –  Introduction to Archaeology:  

Cities of the Ancient World 

 
Spring 2021, Mondays 8.45-11.45/ Thursdays 13.45-15.45 
 

Instructor: dr. Helle Hochscheid 

Office: 2.05, Franklin 2nd floor 

Office hours: by appointment 
 

Classroom: tba 

Email: h.hochscheid@ucr.nl 

Pigeon hole: reception in Franklin 

 

 

I Track information 

 Prerequisites for this course: none 

 This course serves as sole prerequisite for: 200 levels in antiquity, AH-ANTQ302 

 Other courses in track: AH-ANTQ202, AH-ANTQ203, AH-ANTQ301, AH-ANTQ302  

 Related courses: AH-ANTQ302; history, anthropology, sociology or human geography courses 

NB: completion of this course counts as a recommendation in applications to take part in the Waterloo 

Uncovered excavation project 

II Course description 

In the modern world, more than half the earth's population lives in cities. Urbanisation has progressed 

remarkably fast since the first true metropolis, imperial Rome; but Rome was unparalleled in the ancient 

world. Most cities had far fewer inhabitants, controlled less land, and were ruled by less powerful authorities. 

Despite the differences, the factors of power, territory, and population, as well as the connected aspects of 

production and consumption, are common elements in all settlements of more than average size. 

 This course is an archaeological approach to the phenomenon of cities from their earliest emergence in 

ancient Anatolia. It will look at how cities came to be the centres of power and dominated trade; how they 

used religion to create a common identity, and how they were used to consolidate conquest.  

 While the focus is on Greek and Roman culture, we will study the archaeological material of each 

settlement and put it in the context of the main questions of this course: in the early life of cities, what explains 

their success? How are the characteristics of urban societies reflected in the material remains? And what can 

modern cities learn from city life in the ancient world? Excursions in time and place - to late antiquity, post-

ancient Africa and Asia - will offer a wider perspective. 

III  Study Load  

This course earns students four credits (equivalent to 7.5 ECTS). The class meets twice a week for two hours. 

Preparation time is approximately 10 hours per week.   
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IV  Course materials  

Charles Gates, Ancient Cities: The Archaeology of Urban Life in the Ancient Near East and Egypt,  

Greece and Rome, 2nd Edition, Routledge, ISBN 0415498643  Mandatory 

Tim ingold, Making. Anthropology, Archaeology, Art and Architecture. Routledge,  

ISBN 9780415567237  Mandatory 

Articles available through UU WorldCat (see course plan)   Mandatory  

 

Students are responsible for acquiring all assigned reading individually. The schedule indicates whether a 

text is available on JSTOR, Academia or otherwise. These are either available through Utrecht University’s 

electronic journals, free access online, or through the Zeeuwse Bibliotheek and other libraries, using the ZB’s 

inter library loan system. Searching literature for this course should be done by using the specialised search 

engine for antiquity, Dyabola, available through MyUU. See also below under abstract and research 

bibliography. 

V Course organization and requirements 

Proceedings: before class, summarize and take notes on all assigned readings. Note questions you have in 

the margins or in a notebook. Please bring these notes and the texts to class, not on a device, unless this has 

been specifically given permission for. Graded assignments have to be handed in on Moodle and in printed 

form, unless this is explicitly changed by the instructor. When in doubt, both upload and print. 

 Missing a class for whatever reason will have to be compensated. If you miss 20% of classes without a 

valid reason (e.g. illness, family emergency, personal leave), you will automatically fail the course. Missing an 

oral assignment without a valid reason will result in a fail; failing to hand in the paper without a valid reason, 

will lead to a fail for the entire course. Per day an assignment is late, 5% is deducted off the grade. If you are 

having trouble meeting the deadline, communicate with me please! 

 Plagiarism of the first degree as defined by the UCR Plagiarism Policy will automatically result in a fail for 

the assignment and at most a conditional pass for the entire course, plagiarism of the second degree in a fail for 

the entire course. Cheating will automatically result in a fail for the quiz or the exam, repeated cheating in a fail 

for the entire course. Attendance, class and group participation, respect for deadlines and for the UCR Honour 

Code (concerning plagiarism and cheating) may severely affect your final grade in a positive or negative way. For 

details see also the Student Handbook. 

A Participation is part of your final grade. It is essential that you all participate in discussions and general 

class interaction; the motivation shown in this and the quality of the contributions to the contents of 

discussions and group activities will determine the grade, and a rubric with details is available on Moodle. If 

you find you are having trouble with this, please come and talk to me so that we can look for a solution. 

Adhering to deadlines and preparing your lessons before class also counts towards participation: this class 

has no exam this year, so doing homework has to be proven through participation. Should the preparation 

become insufficient, handing in homework questions will become mandatory.  

 Smartphones, laptops and other devices are not allowed in the classroom, unless they are specifically 

requested for the session.  

http://www.roac.nl/default.asp?content=Plagiarism


B Object description aims to improve your observation and description skills. You will be asked to create a 

‘professional’ description of an archaeological artefact, along the format of an item in a scholarly analytical 

catalogue of archaeological material. This consists of  

 Technical information such as dimensions, material and condition 

 Analysis of the decoration of the object and the style 

 The phase of that style in a wider context, for which you have to add  

 Secondary (comparative) research.  

Beside this written description you will include two technical drawings of the object, for which we will have 

several practice sessions to get you familiar with the method and customs of such drawings.  

 The assignment comes with a rubric on Moodle; grading is based on completeness of the information, 

level of detail in the observation, and quality of the context provided through secondary research beyond 

the museum information.  

 

C In the House assignment (rubric on Moodle), you will reconstruct a room in an ancient Greek house. In 

pairs or trios, you will tackle one or two rooms from a house that has been excavated which will be assigned 

to the class. For the reconstruction you need to think about what structures and what objects and 

furnishings would have been present there. Everything you add needs to be in accordance with the finds, 

either directly, or because the finds suggest a function that would make the presence of specific furniture, 

furnishings etc. likely. The added objects need to be in the style and of the type matching the period when it 

was in use; the same applies to the types of material (depending on the region), the decorations, and small 

structural entities such as hearths, if these have not been identified in the excavation. In other words, get 

the basics of what was found there, and add what is likely to have been there.  

 In order to fill the rooms with the correct furnishings for the period, you need to do research, first of the 

excavation reports, and then of other houses from the period to add you own elements. Pots, lamps, and 

furniture, textiles, as well as tools have to be in line with the period. In order to show that you have made 

your decisions based on data research, you are to hand in a report with the sources for all the things you put 

in your room. Per element, a citation has to be listed of the ancient or modern source that supports its 

presence and its appearance in general. 

 The room itself will have to be added into the house that the whole class is reconstructing together. In 

order to have the rooms in the right locations and filled correctly, you will need to confer with the rest of the 

class. You can assemble the house either digitally, or in reconstruction drawings related to a plane or 

isometric view of the house. Teamwork will be graded in this assignment. In order to make this possible you 

should add a short (300 words maximum) reflection on how the teamwork went in your group, and with the 

whole class, to your report.  

D The paper is between 2.500 and 3.000 words in length and has to have an argumentative structure. 

Because of the pandemic, the paper is due before the midterm break, and assignments that preferably 

should be prepared in class are pushed back. For the study of ancient subjects in general and for archaeology 

in particular, it is essential that the primary evidence is used critically, in its assessment and referencing. You 

are to use Worldcat, JSTOR, Cambridge online journals, or preferably Dyabola, the search engine for classical 

archaeology, for your research for the paper. I will show you how to use these in the first weeks of class.  

Much of the research which this site lists is not available online, or only in part (google books is only 

appropriate if the entire book is accessible). This means you have to use your IBL account (available at the 

ZB) to order books or scans, or visit an academic library. At 100-level, such a visit is not a requirement yet, 

but if you miss important sources because they were not online, this might affect the assessment of your 
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paper. Online journals are available through your solis-ID and Utrecht University website, which gives you 

access to JSTOR, Project Muse, Cambridge Journals Online, etc. Translations of primary sources from classical 

antiquity are often listed on Perseus. For links see Moodle. 

To get started on your research, find a doable and argumentative topic. We start with a proposal that 

includes a portfolio, that is, an overview of the way in which you did your research, search engines you used, 

keywords, etc. NB: websites are NOT academic sources, unless they are excavation repositories like 

Çatalhöyük or the American School of Classical Studies at Athens. Journals are the same: National 

Geographic might be inspiring, but it is not a scientific journal. When in doubt, ask me. After the research 

question, possible sources of evidence, both primary and secondary, and a bibliography, you describe briefly, 

even in keywords, how you generated your topic; how you went about making it smaller and finding 

literature (which keywords did you use, which databases, etc.). Also briefly list which results came out of this 

that were relevant. You upload the proposal on Moodle where you will get some feedback.  

 The next stage is handing in a draft introduction, still ungraded. This also includes the projected main 

argument of the paper, and an annotated research bibliography explaining what you adjusted based on the 

feedback you received for the proposal. This will help you to distinguish between mainstream academic 

opinions, and far-out suggestions by maverick scholars (which are abundant in this field), so that you don’t 

make the mistake of following the latter when the arguments are shaky – which is hard to judge when you’re 

just starting.  

 For the final version of the paper (due before the midterm break!), you need to incorporate the 

feedback you got on your extended introduction, and also briefly indicate in a note at the end how you 

incorporated the feedback to the introduction.  

 The subject of the paper is your own of your choice, within the limits of ancient European, Near Eastern, 

and African archaeology, submitted to the instructor for approval. Papers are to have an argumentative, not 

descriptive, structure. Use primary and secondary sources (not too old, unless you are discussing historical 

views of an archaeological site or phenomenon), and think about methodology (come discuss it if needs be) 

in order to find evidence supporting and if applicable, challenging their hypothesis, so that a balanced and 

critical assessment of recent scholarship can be reached; moreover, students are to use a proper system of 

referencing, using footnotes or endnotes (no in-text notes).  

The use of citations and a bibliography as customary in the field of classical archaeology will be the 

standard: this amounts to the Chicago Manual of Style, specifically also for citing ancient sources. An 

example can be found here: https://libguides.bates.edu/Chicago-Turabian/Why. If there are any problems or 

questions about how to find, use or refer to such sources, or any other part of the research, don’t hesitate to 

ask. It is no problem for me to explain as often as you need how to use citations or help you with your 

research; it is a problem to find quotations lacking in the final papers or sloppy arguments. For further 

guidelines on any of this, please check the guidelines for writing papers on Moodle. For pictures, full 

citations for origin and what they depict are required. The museum and inventory number plus an academic 

source for the image are needed; an url (doi) is not necessary but also not sufficient.  

Beside the introduction, you can hand in an excerpt of your draft paper. Make sure to include a sample 

of the argumentation as well as the part where you explain your thesis or research question. The last 

moment to hand in this sample in is two weeks before the final deadline: please hand it to me in person so I 

am aware you are waiting for feedback.  

 

https://libguides.bates.edu/Chicago-Turabian/Why


E The Clock assignment we will discuss in the first sessions of the class. Essentially, it is a redesigning of an 

ancient water alarm clock known as ‘Plato’s alarm clock’ (though Plato had no part in inventing it). This is a 

group assignment where you  

VI  Assessment  

A Participation in class 15% 

B Object description 20% 

C House assignment 20% 

D Research paper  30% 

E Clock assignment  15%  

VII  Course schedule, ANTQ103 

See separate file. 
 

For section VIII see below IX. 

VIII  ANTQ103 - General instructional objectives  

 

 

Period Teaching 

activities 

Student is able to do 

Period 1 

(W 1-2) 

Lecture/workshop 

(throughout 

semester) 

 

 

Fieldtrip/Clock 

assignment 

SLO 1: demonstrate knowledge of key artefacts and sites in Mediterranean 

archaeology from the Neolithic until Roman times; 

SLO 2: show knowledge of ancient artefacts and buildings, their production 

methods, techniques, materials, and origins; to determine chronology on 

the basis of developments in style and material 

SLO 3: show a grasp of the methods of finding, identifying, analysing, and 

comparing ancient artefacts and sites in relation to  texts and modern 

studies of antiquity, and coming to a conclusion based on these 

SLO 6: Develop and apply new knowledge, methods, skills and expertise, 

specifically establishing the functionality of an archaeological object  

Period 2 

(W  3-4) 

Paper proposal  

 

 

 

SLO 3; SLO 4: recognise and evaluate various analytical interpretative 

models of archaeology and critically assess various theories and their value 

for interpreting objects or buildings, individually or as categories  

SLO 5: show comprehension of analytical theories of archaeology derived 

from anthropology, classics, history and art history and ability to connect 

one or more of these disciplines to archaeology 

Period 3 

(W 5- 8) 

Proposal  

 

Object 

description 

SLO 1, 2, 3 and 6 and  

SLO 7: Reflect on personal/academic growth and development 

SLO 3, 5, 6 and 

SLO 8: Processing and analysis of archaeological objects in terms of material, 

style, date, as well as producing a comprehensive overview of tis in the style 
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of a scholarly catalogue or excavation inventory in visual and descriptive 

form 

Period 4 

(W 8- 10) 

Draft introduction 

Paper 

SLO 2, 3, 4, 5, 6  

SLO 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7  

Period 5 

(W 11- 15) 

House assignment 

 

 

Clock assignment 

SLO 2, 6, 7, 8 and  

SLO 9: Function effectively in team-based projects or exercises (or individual 

‘command’ decision exercises) 

SLO: 2, 6, 7, 8, and 9  

 

IX Reflection 

The last time this course ran was Spring 2020, when only very few students filled out an evaluation. The ones 

that did were generally positive about the assignments and classes. That the course has changed despite this 

and has become more practical, is the result of discussions with students in the antiquity track about their 

preferences (in particular in the 300 level antiquity course Greek Art and Archaeology) and with professors in 

engineering.  

 


